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NEW QUESTION: 1
HFITMPL Menu is used for
A. Deployoing FI services
B. Developing FI services
C. Setting default data in FI
D. Defining the XML syntax for Services
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Match the terms on the left with the correct definition on the right. Not all choices will be used.
A. D.
B. B.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Section: (none)
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Feature
Benefit
Priority-based Flow Control (PFC)
Provides the capability to manage a bursty, single-traffic source on a multiprotocol link
Enhanced Transmission Selection (ETS)
Enables bandwidth management between traffic types for multiprotocol links Congestion
Notification
Addresses the problem of sustained congestion by moving corrective action to the network
edge Data Center Bridging Exchange (DCBX)
Allows autoexchange of Ethernet parameters between switches and endpoints
Reference: Data Center Architecture and Technologies in the Cloud By Venkata Josyula,
Malcolm Orr, Greg Page; Table 3-2

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which four are true about creating and running a remote database scheduler jobs? (Choose
four.)

A. A credential is optional for a remote database job
B. A database destination group must exist or be created for a job to run on multiple remote
databases
C. Remote database jobs always run as the same user who submits the job on the local
database
D. A destination is optional for a remote database job because DB links can be used instead
E. A database destination must exist or be created for the remote database
F. It must run as a user that is defined on the remote database
G. A credential must be created to define the remote user
Answer: A,B,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 4
Universal Container categorizes its accounts with one of two status values-Prospect or
Customer. The administrator wants to automatically change the valuefrom Prospect to
Customer when an opportunity is won.
What can the administrator do to accomplish this? Choose 2 answers
A. Create an opportunity workflow rule that updates the Account Status field
B. Use Visualforce to update the Account Status field
C. Create an Account workflow rule that updates the Account Status field
D. Use an Apex trigger to updated the Account Status field
Answer: A,D
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